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A minimum k-partition decomposes a rectilinear polygon with n vertices into a 
minimum number of disjoint rectilinear components with no more than k vertices each 
(k < n). First, we derive a new lower bound for the number of components in a k- 
partition. Then we present algorithms to compute minimum k-partitions for two classes 
of rectilinear polygons. A rectilinear polygon is called x-convex (y -convex) if the inter- 
section of each horizontal (vertical) line with the polygon is either one line segment or 
empty. It is called degenerate if it has two vertices that cart be joint by a horizontal or 
vertical ine segment inside the polygon. Our first partitioning algorithm computes 
minimum k-partitions for non-degenerate rectilinear polygons that are x-convex or y- 
convex in time 0 (n). The second algorithm computes minimum k-partitions for degen- 
erate polygons that are x-convex and y-convex; its time complexity is 0 (ha). These 
results are the first of their kind for k>__ 8; most results are also new for k=6. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of decomposing a polygon into simpler components has applications in 
numerous branches of computer science. In computer vision, polygonal shapes cart often be 
recognized more easily if its component parts have been identified (Feng & Pavlidis, 1975). 
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Search operations on large geometric databases can be conducted more efficiently if the objects in 
the database are decomposed into convex components (Giinther, 1988; Giinther, 1989). In robot- 
its, path planning algorithms often perform a decomposition of free space into simpler com- 
ponents (Brooks, 1983; Brooks & Lozano-P6rez, 1985). Other application areas for polygonal 
decompositions include computer graphics and VLSI. 
As a result, the development of efficient algorithms for this problem has been a major focus 
of recent research in computational geometry. Inparticular, the problem of decomposing a simple 
polygon (i.e. a polygon without holes or self-intersections) into simpler components has received 
considerable attention. Polynomial-time algorithms have been found for the decomposition f
simple polygons into triangles (Garey et al., 1978; Klinesek, 1980; Chazelle, 1982; Hertel & 
Mehlhom, 1983; ChazeUe & Incerpi, 1984), trapezoids (Asano & Asano, 1983; Asano et al., 
1986; Nahar & Sahni 1988), convex polygons (Feng & Pavlidis, 1975; Schachter, 1978; Chazelle 
& Dobkin, 1979; Chazelle, 1982; Greene, 1983; Keil, 1983; Hertel & Mehlhorn, 1983; Chazelle 
& Dobkin, 1985) and various other kinds of simpler polygons (Feng & Pavlidis, 1975; Lee & 
Preparata 1977; Avis & Toussaint, 1981; Keil, 1983). Many of these results have been obtained 
using dynamic programming techniques (Bellman, 1957; Keil, 1983). 
Most algorithms partition the given polygon into a minimum number of disjoint polygons 
without introducing additional vertices (so-called Steiner points). Other variants include decom- 
positions using Steiner points (ChazeUe & Dobkin, 1979; Asano & Asano, 1983; Asano et al., 
1986), or decompositions that minimize the total edge length of the components rather than the 
number of components (Klinesek, 1980; Keil, 1983). 
Furthermore, there has been some work on polygons with holes and on decompositions that 
allow the components ooverlap (coverings). Unfortunately, in those cases many decomposition 
problems become NP-hard or NP-complete (Lingas, 1982; O'Rourke, 1982; O'Rourke & 
Supowit, 1983; Asano & Asano, 1983; Asano et al., 1986). 
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For a more extensive survey of research on polygon decomposition, see Keil (1983) or Keil 
& Sack (1985). 
In many cases, a decomposition problem becomes more tractable if the input polygon is 
rectilinear. A rectilinear polygon is a simple polygon (without holes) with the additional con- 
stralnt hat all of its sides are either parallel or perpendicular to each other. For simplicity, we 
assume throughout this paper that the sides are paraUel to the coordinate axes. Previous work on 
rectilinear polygons has concentrated on their decomposition i to a minimum number of rectan- 
gles (Lipski et al., 1979; Ferrari et al., 1981; Ohtsuki, 1982; Gourley & Greene, 1983; Franzblau 
& Kleitman, 1984; Gonzalez & Zheng, 1985; Irnal & Asano, 1986; Nahar & Sahni, 1988), or 
quadrilaterals (Sack & Toussalnt, 1981; Sack, 1982; Kahn et a l . ,  1983). Minimum edge length 
partitions have been considered by Lingas et al. (1982), Keil (1983) and Lingas et al. (1987), 
coverings are the subject of Keil (1986), and rectilinear polygons with holes are treated by Lipski 
et al. (1979), Lingas (1982), Lingas et al. (1982), Ohtsuki (1982), Gonzalez & Zheng (1985), 
Imai & Asano (1986), and Nahar & Sahni (1988). 
This paper is about rectilinear partitions that decompose a simple rectilinear polygon with n 
vertices (an n -gon) into disjoint rectilinear components with no more than k vertices each, where 
k is an even integer with k< n. Such a partition is called k-part it ion. A k-partition with a 
minimum number of components i called minimum k-partition. Note that we do not disallow the 
use of Steiner points. 
A rectilinear polygon is called x-convex if the intersection of each horizontal line with the 
polygon is either one line segment or empty. Analogously, y-convexity is defined. A vertex of a 
rectilinear polygon is called convex if its interior angle is 90 ~ , and concave if its interior angle is 
270 ~ A cut of a rectilinear polygon is a horizontal or vertical line segment inside the polygon that 
joins two points of the polygon boundary. These two points do not have to be vertices of the 
polygon (in fact, they cannot be convex vertices); they are the only points of the cut that are not 
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in the interior of the polygon. If both of these points are concave vertices, the cut is called degen- 
erate. A rectilinear polygon P is called m-degenerate if a maximum set of disjoint degenerate 
cuts of P has m elements. 0-degenerate polygons are also called non-degenerate, and all other 
polygons are also called degenerate. 
So far, the minimum k-partition problem has been considered only for the cases k=4 (rec- 
tangles) and k---6. For the 4-partitioning of a rectilinear polygon P, various complexity results are 
summarized in table 1. Ohtsuki also proves that he number of components in the 4-partition of 
an m-degenerate n -gon is at least ~ - 1 - m. 
Reference P non-degenerate P degenerate 
Lipski et al. (197'9) O (n21ogn) O (n 3) 
Ferrari etal. (1981) O(n 2.~) O(n 2.5) 
Ohtsuki (1982) O (n logn ) O (n 2'5) 
Imal & Asano (1986) O(n3/~logn) O (na/21ogn) 
TABLE1 
For k=6, the k-partition problem is related to the problem of stationing uards in rectilinear 
art galleries, where the interior of a rectilinear polygon shall be totally visible to a minimum 
number of stationary guards; see Katm et al. (1983), Edelsbrunner t al. (1984), or O'Rourke 
(1987) for a survey. The O(nlogn) algorithm by Edelsbrurmer et al. (1984) gives an approxi- 
mate solution to this problem by computing a6-partition of the given polygon and stationing one 
guard in each component. As we will show in the following section, their 6-partition is in fact 
minimal if the given polygon is non-degenerate. 
For general k, the problem is interesting not only for its elegant mathematical content, but 
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also for its practical applications. Algorithms for circuit design and placement often represent 
components by rectilinear polygons. Many of these algorithms are not able to process uch 
polygons if they have too many vertices; others may yield a better performance when they pro- 
cess disjoint components of a polygon one by one instead of processing the whole polygon at 
once (divide-and-conquer). In any case it may be advantageous to partition a given polygon into a 
minimum number of simpler components. 
In section 2, we prove that he number of components in the minimum k-partition of an m - 
degenerate n-gon is at least max{ [ ~1,  [ ~ ]  ) .  This lower bound matcbes the bound 
by Ohtsuki (1982) for k=4 and it is the first bound obtained so far for k_> 6. In sections 3 and 4, 
we present algorithms to find a minimum k-partition for general k and two classes of rectilinear 
polygons. Section 3 considers non-degenerate rectilinear polygons that are x-convex or y-convex 
and presents a partitioning algorithm with time complexity O (n). This result is new for k> 8. 
Section 4 presents an algorithm to compute a minimum k-partition of a degenerate polygon that 
is x-convex and y-convex; its time complexity is O (n4). This result is new for k> 6. Section 5 
contains our conclusions. 
2. A Lower Bound for the Number of Components 
An important concept to obtain the lower bound is the s-path, a generalization f the cut. 
An s-path of a rectilinear polygon is a rectilinear path with s interior vertices (s e NL..){0}) that 
lies inside the polygon and joins two points of the polygon boundary. These two points do not 
have to be vertices of the polygon and are not counted in s. Furthermore, they are the ordy points 
of the s -path that are not in the interior of the polygon. An s-path is called regular if none of its 
endpoints is a concave vertex, non-degenerate if one of its endpoints i  a concave vertex, and 
degenerate if both endpoints are concave vertices. Clearly, each s -path partitions a rectilinear 
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polygon into two rectilinear subpolygons. Each rectilinear partition can be defined by a sequence 
of s -paths, each referring to one of the components hat have been yielded by previous -paths. A 
partition into x+l components requires x s-paths for its definition. 
In order to obtain the desired lower bound, we first investigate the properties of the partition 
of a rectilinear polygon by a single s-path. By repeated application of our results for this case we 
will then obtain the desired lower bound. For the case of a single s-path we obtain the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1: Let P denote an m-degenerate n-gon that is partitioned by an s-path p into an m I" 
degenerate n 1-gon P ] and an m2-degenerate n2-gon P 2. Then 
f n+2s p degenerate 
(a) nl +n2= n+2s+2 p non-degenerate 
n+2s-t-4 p regular 
l m+s-1 p degenerate 
(b) m 1 + m2 < m +s p non-degenerate 
m +s p regular 
PROOF: 
(a) Each vertex of P is also a vertex in either P 1 or P2, and each of the s interior vertices of the 
s-path is a vertex in both PI and P2. Hence, nl + n2 is at least n + 2s. Furthermore, ach end- 
point of the s -path that is not a concave vertex of P becomes a vertex in both P ~ and P2. From 
there, (a) follows. 
Co) Let M denote the set of  degenerate cuts of P ,  and M 1 and Mz denote arbitrary, but fixed max- 
imum sets of  disjoint degenerate cuts of the polygons P 1 and P 2. Clearly, it is 
[ (Mlk. . jM2)(-~ff[  <m and 
I (U~ ~Mz) -U l  ~s 
whichimplies ml + mz <-m + s. 
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Furthermore, it can be shown that m l + m2 =m + s leads to a contradiction if the s-path p is 
degenerate. I fml  +m2- -m +s then 
I (Mlt,...IMR)t'~MI =m and 
I (MI uM2) -~I  =s 
Hence, (M I k.) M2) - M adds one new degenerate cut per vertex ofp : 
(MI k . )M2) -M = {(Qi,Qi): t'=l .. s} 
where the Qi denote p ' s  vertices and the Qi are concave vertices of P.  Note that each degenerate 
m 
cut (Qi ,Qi) is disjoint to all other elements of Mlt..JM2. For completeness, let Qo and Qs+l 
denote the concave vertices that are the endpoints of p, and let Qo := Qo and Qs+l-:= Qs+l. Now 
m 
it is easily seen that there must be an i (i - -0 . .  s) where (Qi ,QI), (Qi ,Qi+0, and (Qm,Qi+l) are 
collinear (fig. 2). Then (Qt,Qi+l) is a degenerate cut of P that is disjoint to all elements of 
MIL..)M2 but to (Qi"-,Qi) and (Qi+l,Qi'+l). Hence, it is disjoint to all m elements of 
(M1 U M2) C) 3~. This is a contradiction because (M1 k..) M2) C'~/~ is a maximum set of dis- 
joint degenerate cuts o fP .  [] 
FIGURE 2: (Q 1,Q1), (Q1,Q2), and (Q2,Q2) are collinear, therefore, (Q 1,Q~3 is a degen- 
erate cut of P.  
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With lemma 1 the following lemma about he total number of vertices in a rectilinear parti- 
tion of a rectilinear polygon can be proven. 
LEMMA 2: Let PART be a partition of an m-degenerate n-gon into x+l  components. Then the 
total number of vertices of  all x +l polygons in PART is at least max {n , n+2(x-m )}. 
PROOF: PART can be defined by a sequence ofx  s-paths. Let 
PD = (s l-path, s2-path . . . . .  Sx-path) 
be some arbitrary, but fixed definition of PART. Let R contain the indices of the s -paths in PD 
that are regular. Let ND contain the indices of non-degenerate s-paths in PD, D the indices of 
degenerate s -paths in PD, and DC ~ D the indices of s -paths in PD that are degenerate cuts. 
Note that the terms regular, non-degenerate, and degenerate do not necessarily refer to the origi- 
nal polygon, but to one of the polygons in the partition that is yielded by previous -paths. For an 
example see figure 3. From lemma l(a) we obtain the total number of vertices of all polygons in 
PART, n + 2 ,~= si + 2] ND I + 4 ] R] (*) 
On the other hand, we obtain from lemma l(b) 
m + ~__si- ID I>0 
which implies 
~__~sl >-- max{0, [D  I -m } 
Substituting in (*), this implies the lemma. [] 
From there we obtain 
THEOREM 3: Let c (P ) denote the number of components in a k-partition of an m-degenerate 
n-gon. Then 
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FIGURE 3: The 1-degenerate 14-gon P and a partition PART defined by 
PD =(Pi,P2,P3,P4,Ps, P6). It is DC = (2,4}, D = {2,4,5}, ND = {6}, R = {1,3}. 
Note that 4 is in DC because it is a degenerate cut of the subpolygon yielded by s-paths 
P 1 andp3. Note also that 3 is not in ND becausep2 comes beforep3. 
PROOF: From lemma 2 it is known that the total number of vertices in a partition with c(P) 
components i at least max {n, n+2(c(P)-l-rn)}. Hence, the number of components, c(P), is 
f I~]  In+2(c(P)-l-m) ) "T~ s~ tl~sinequality f~ pmves the at least max , k 
theorem. [] 
This result becomes ignificant for the case m < --f- , where the bound yields 
the maximum. Hence, for the common case where a polygon with few degenerate cuts is to be 
partitioned into components with few vertices, this result proves a lower bound that may be con- 
siderably higher than the trivial bound of / ~1 "For an example see figure 4. 
The given lower bound is not always max~al; for a counterexample see figure 5. For some 
special cases, however, maximality has been proven. Far k--4, Lipski et aL (1979) and Ohtsuki 
(1982) give algorithms to fred a 4-partition that matches the bound. For k=6, Edelsbrunner t aL 
(1984) give an algorlthm to partition a rectilinear n-gon into l ~- j . k-gons with k < 6. Because of 
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FIGURE 4: For a 6-partition of a 2-degenerate 80-gon, the bound of n -2-2m equals 
19, which is significantly higher than the trivial bound of of [ ~1 = 14. As the figure 
shows, for the example polygon there exists a 6-partition with 19 components. Note that 
the degenerate cuts are dotted. 
FIGURE 5: For a 6-partition of this 2-degenerate 12-gon the lower bound gives two com- 
ponents; there is, however, no 6-partition with less than three components. 
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/ . . I  
n even os  o pa i on if input  ly on non  
degenerate (m =0). For general k and an input polygon that is non-degenerate and x- or y- 
convex, section 3presents an algorithm that computes a k-partition matching the bound. 
3. A Partitioning Algorithm for Certain Non-Degenerate Rectilinear Polygons 
The algorithm NONDEG finds a minimum k-partition for a given non-degenerate rectil- 
inear polygon that is x-convex or y-convex. W.l.o.g., NONDEG is described only for the case 
where the input polygon is x-convex. 
Algorithm NONDEG 
Input: An x-convex non-degenerate n -gon P, given by its vertex list. 
Output: A minimum k-partition of P. 
(1) Perform a horizontal plane sweep to find all horizontal non-degenerate cuts of P, sorted by 
y-coordinate. 
Partition P at each (k-1)-th (2) cut. 
THEOREM 4: NONDEG yields a minimum k-parn'tion of an x-convex or y-convex non- 
degenerate polygon and has n'me complexity 0 (n ). 
PROOF: All components have no more than ~- - 2 concave vertices, hence no more than k ver- 
tices. Thus, NONDEG yields a k-partition ofP. P has ~ concave vertices. Hence, NONDEG 
~ 1  + 1 = [ - -~]  components. According to theorem 3, this is the minimum yields 
number of components achievable. 
If P is x-convex, NONDEG requires a list of vertices of P that is sorted by y-coordinate. 
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Due to the x-convexity of  P this list can be obtained from the input vertex list in time O (n) as 
follows. The vertex list of  an x-convex polygon consists of at most three sublists that are alter- 
nately sorted by non-increasing and non-decreasing y-coordinate. Merging these sublists can be 
done in time O (n) and yields a list of vertices that is sorted by y-coordinate. From there, steps 
(1) and (2) of  NONDEG can clearly be performed in time O (n) as well. A similar argument 
holds i fP  isy-eonvex. [] 
4. A Partitioning Algorithm For Certain Degenerate Rectilinear Polygons 
In the degenerate case, things are somewhat more complicated. In this section, we will 
present an algorithm called DEG to solve the minimum k-partitioning problem for degenerate 
polygons that are x -  and y-convex. The idea of DEG is to fred a set D of disjoint degenerate 
cuts of the given polygon P,  such that one may obtain a minimum k-partition of P by (i) parti- 
tioning P using the cuts in D, and (ii) applying algorithm NONDEG to each one of the resulting 
components. In section 4.1, we will derive an easy criterion to decide if a given set D of disjoint 
degenerate cuts may lead to a minimum k-partition of P by applying NONDEG to each one of 
the components. Section 4.2 describes how to obtain such a set D using a dynamic programming 
approach; the time complexity of DEG is proven to be O (n4). Section 4.3 gives an example for 
the application of DEG to a rectilinear polygon. 
4.1. THE ALGORITHM DEG 
Let PART be some arbitrary, but fixed k-partition of the x-convex and y -convex n -gon P. 
Let SEG(PART) denote the set of boundary segments of polygons in PART. Let DCP (PART) 
denote an arbitrary, but fixed maximum set of disjoint degenerate cuts of P that is in 
SEG (PART). Let P I, P2 . . . . .  P tDCP (CART),+1 denote the components of P that are yielded by 
the degenerate cuts in DCP (PART). To clarify these definitions, an example is given in figure 6. 
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t'2 
P 
P4 
FIGURE 6: PART is the partitioning induced by the broken line segments. DCP (PART) 
contains the three horizontal degenerate cuts ofP. P 1 and P 3 are shaded. 
LEMMA 5: The partition of P that is obtained by applying algorithm NONDEG to each of the 
components P 1, P 2 . . . . .  P IDcP (PART)J+1 does not contain more components han PART itself. 
PROOF: Consider the q-gon Pi for some arbitrary but fixed i e { 1, 2 . .  I DCP (PART) I+1 } and 
suppose, PART partitions Pi into c (Pi) components. Clearly, SEG (PART) does not contain any 
degenerate cuts of Pi. It therefore follows from lemma 2 that the total number of vertices of all 
c(Pi) polygons is atleastmax {q,q+2(c(Pi)-l)}. Therefore, c(Pi) is atleast [ k-~-22] ,which 
is exactly the number of components that would be obtained by applying algorithm NONDEG to 
Pi. [] 
Hence, PART can be replaced in each Pi by the partition that is obtained by algorithm 
NONDEG, without yielding more components. Therefore the minimum k-partition problem 
would be solved if one knew some maximum set of disjoint degenerate cuts DCP (PARTMIN) of 
some minimum k-partition PARTMtN. 
Our algorithm DEG does not necessarily find such a maximum set, but it finds a subset D 
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of DCP (PARTMtN), such that NONDEG can be applied to each one of the components resulting 
from the cuts in D and still obtain a minimum k-partition. We will prove that a set D of disjoint 
degenerate cuts has that property if all the component polygons resulting from the cuts in D are 
magic, i.e. if they have k + %(k-2) vertices (% e Nk. j { 0 }). 
LEMMA 6: Let D o = ~, and D ~ . . . . .  Dr denote all sets of disjoint degenerate cuts of P, and 
NONDEG (Di) denote the total number of components yielded by applying NONDEG to all sub- 
polygons yielded by the cuts in Di . Then, for each D i ~ ~ whose elements yield subpolygons that 
are not magic, there is a D 1 c Di such that /Dj/ = /Di/-1, and 
NONDEG (D j) ~ NONDEG (Di). 
PROOF: k=4 is trivial because in this case all rectilinear polygons are magic. For k> 6, consider 
a set Di of disjoint degenerate cuts of P whose elements yield at least one subpolygon, say 
polygon P 1, that is not magic. Let c be some cut in Di that is adjacent to polygon P 1 and some 
other polygon P2. Furthermore, let P 1 and P2 have k + ~.1(k-2) - X and k + %2(k-2) - Y ver- 
tices, respectively, where X e {2, 4 . .  k--4}, Y 9 {0, 2 . .  k---4}, ~.l,~z ~ Nk.j{0}. Note that P1 
cannot be magic. Let NONDEG (Q) denote the number of components yielded by applying algo- 
rithm NONDEG to some rectilinear polygon Q. From the proof of theorem 4 it is known that for 
each n -gon Q 
Hence, 
NONDEG(Q)=[-~_~]. 
NONDEG (P i) + NONDEG (P 2) 
=r  t+F 
- -  (~'1 + 1) + (~ + 1) 
= L1 + ~,2+ 2. 
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On the other hand, because P1 and P2 are separated by the degenerate cut c, P1L..J P2 has 
(k+Ll(k-2)--X)+(k+~(k-2)--Y) vertices. Thus one obtains 
Hence, it is 
and, of course 
NONDEG(P x uP2)  
(~,l+~,2+2)(k-2)+(2-X-Y) 
k-2 
= { ~1+~k12-1-2 X+Y =2,4 . . . . .  k-2 
X +Y = k,k +2k . . . . .  2k-8 
< NONDEG (P 1) + NONDEG (P 2) 
NONDEG (Di-{c )) < NONDEG (D i ) 
IDi-{c } I = IDi I-1 
Thus Di-{c} is the D) in the lemma. [] 
Lemma 6 implies that, instead of searching for a set DCP (PARTMIN), one can search for 
sets of degenerate cuts whose elements yield magic components only. The following lemma 
implies that each such set with a maximum number of elements may lead to a minimum k- 
partition of the given polygon P.  
LEMMA 7: Let DMo = d~, and DM 1 . . . . .  DMq denote all sets of disjoint degenerate cuts of P 
whose cuts yield a partition of P into magic subpolygons Pi . Then each DMi with maximum car- 
dinality minimizes NONDEG (DMj ) (j'=O . . . . .  q ). 
PROOF: Let DD denote the set of D 0-~ plus all sets Di of disjoint degenerate cuts of P.  Further- 
more, let DDMAG c DD denote the set of DMo=r plus all sets DMj of disjoint degenerate cuts 
of P whose cuts yield a partitioning of P into magic subpolygons. Then it follows from lemma 6 
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that DDMAG contains at least one setDMopt such that 
for all Dt e DD : NONDEG (DMopt) < NONDEG (Di ) . 
Hence, what remains to prove is: 
for all DMj, DM r E DDMAG : 
IDMjI > IDMr I ==~ NONDEG(DMi) < NONDEG(DMr) (*). 
Performing all cuts in DMj (DMj r ~) yields a partitioning of P into IDMj I+1 components Pi
with k+~.t(k-2), k+~2(k-2) . . . . .  k+~lOMj t+l(k-2) vertices, respectively (%i e Nk.) {0}). It is 
IDM, I+1 
j~_ (k+~i (k -2 ) )  = n 
I DM~I +1 
=~ (IDMj I+l)k +(k-2)  j=~ 7~i = n 
IDM, I+1 _ IDM]  I+l)k 
,~= El = n - ( k -2  (**) 
Hence, 
NOPiD~O (DMj ) 
= i - - - - z=,2 - -  I 
= ID~4+l(~i+l) 
= ~ + ( I D M j I + I )  (by (**)) 
Hence, one obtains 
(i) for aI1DMj,DMr ~ DDMAG-{DM~: 
IDMj I > IDMr I 
n-21~-2  < n-21DMr 1-2 ==r - k-2  
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NONDEG(DMj) < NONDEG(DMr) 
(ii) for all DM 1 ~ DDMAG-{DMo}: 
NONDEG(DM 1) 
= .n-21OMj I -2 
k-2 
= NONDEG (DMo) . 
From (i) and (ii), (*) follows immediately, f-I 
Hence, one may compute a minimum k-partition of an x- and y -convex polygon P as fol- 
lows. 
Algorithm DEG 
Input: An x-convex and y -convex n -gon P,  given by its vertex list. 
Output: A minimum k-partition o fP .  
(1) Find a maximum set of disjoint degenerate cuts of P whose elements partition P into magic 
components. 
(2) Partition P along these cuts and apply NONDEG to each of the components. 
THEOREM 8: The algorithm DEG finds a minimum k-partition of  a given x -  and y -convex 
polygon P . 
PROOF: Lemma 6 implies that for each set DCP (PARTMIN) whose elements yield non-magic 
components there is a set DM c DCP (PARTMIN) such that NONDEG (DM) 
= NONDEG (DCP (PARTMIN)), and such that either DM = ~ or the cuts in DM partition the input 
polygon P into magic components. Combining this result with 1emma 7 yields that a set D # 
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of disjoint degenerate cuts of a polygon P minimizes NONDEG(D) if 
(i) all components yielded by the cuts in D are magic, and 
(ii) D has maximum cardinality among all sets which fulfill condition (i). 
The algorithm DEG finds such a set. From there the theorem follows. [] 
4.2. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM DEG 
The question is how to carry out step (1) of DEG, i.e. how to find a maximum setD of dis- 
joint degenerate cuts of P that partition P into magic components. Before we present he pro- 
cedure MAXSET that performs this task, we need to introduce the following terms. Let e denote 
the horizontal edge of the input polygon P that has the minimum y-coordinate. A cut c parti- 
tions P into one subpolygon Pe (c) that contains e, and one subpolygon P, (c) that does not con- 
tain e. For completeness, let P, (e) := r and P~ (e) := P.  A degenerate cut dc is called grit (with 
respect o e) if for its subpolygon Pe (dc) either one of the following holds: Pe (dc) is magic, or 
there are degenerate cuts in Pe (dc) that partition P, (dc) into magic components. Clearly, the set 
D contains fit cuts only. The order set of a fit cut dc (w.r.t.e) is dc plus a maximum set of dis- 
rP  l p 
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FIGURE 7: For k=6, c 1, c2, c3, and c4 are fit cuts of  polygon P.  Their order sets are 
{ c 1 ], { c ~ ], { c 3, c 4 }, and { c 4 }, and their orders are one, one, two, and one, respectively. 
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joint degenerate cuts of Pe (de) whose elements partition P, (dc) into magic components. The 
order of a degenerate cut dc (w.r.t.e) is 0 if dc is not fit (w.r.t.e); otherwise it is the cardinality 
of its order set. To clarify these definitions, an example is given in figure 7. 
In order to find the set D, MAXSET employs a dynamic programming strategy (Bellman, 
1957), which utilizes the convexity o fP .  First, the degenerate cuts of  P are sorted into a list L 
such that, for each cut c in L, the degenerate cuts of P that lie in polygon Pe (c) are predecessors 
of  c in L. Then an order set of a fit cut c may not contain any successors of c in L. Clearly, if 
there are two cuts c 1 and c2 in c ' s  order set where c 1 lies in P, (cz), then there is an order set of 
c2 that contains cl. Hence, in order to obtain an order set of c, one may find a set of disjoint fit 
cuts S := {ci 9 9 ck}, such that 
(i) there are no two cuts cl,cj ~ S where ci lies in Pe (cj); 
(ii) Pt (c) - kT)L P, (c;) is magic; and 
(iii) the total order of S, TOs := ~,order (ci) is maximal. 
t 
Clearly, the order of c is equal to one plus the total order of S, and c 's  order set is c plus 
the union of the order sets of the cuts in S. In the case of an x-  and y -convex polygon P each set 
that fulfills condition (i) above contains at most one horizontal and at most two vertical cuts. 
Hence, MAXSET can be described as follows. 
Procedure MAXSET 
Input: An x-convex and y -convex n-gon P,  given by its vertex list, and a list of its degenerate 
cuts. 
Output: A maximum set of disjoint degenerate cuts of P whose elements partition P into magic 
components. 
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(1) Label the vertices of  P from 1 to n. Let e be the horizontal edge of P with minimum y-  
coordinate. 
(2) Perform horizontal and vertical plane sweeps to find all degenerate cuts of P .  Sort them 
into a list L such that for each cut c in L the following holds: the degenerate cuts of P that 
lie in polygon Pe (c) am predecessors of c in list L .  Add e as the last element to L. 
(3) For each element c in L, find its order and order set as follows: 
(3.1) Find all sets of  disjoint fit cuts of polygon P,  (c) such that at most one cut in the set is 
horizontal and at most two cuts are vertical (note that this includes the empty set). Let 
ck denote the cuts in the set. 
(3.2) From these sets, select all sets where 
(i) there are no two cuts ci ,cj in the set where ci lies in Pe (cj); and 
(ii) the polygon P, (c) - t.~ Pe (ck) is magic. 
(3.3) I f  there no such sets, c is not fit w.r.t.e and c ' s  order set is empty. Otherwise, obtain 
the total order of each set and find a sets  whose total order TOs is maximal. TOs+l 
is the order of cut c. The order set of c is c plus the union of the order sets of the cuts 
inS .  
(4) Return the order set of e and stop (MAXSET). This order set is a maximum set of disjoint 
degenerate cuts of P whose elements partition P into magic components. 
THEOREM 9: MAXSET finds a maximum set of disjoint degenerate cuts of an x- and y-convex 
polygon P whose elements partition P into magic components. MAXSET's time complexity is
0 (n 4). 
PROOF: The correctness of MAXSET follows from the discussion above. Steps (1) and (2) can 
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be performed in time O (n). There are O (n) degenerate cuts in L. For each of these cuts, step 
(3.1) has time complexity O (n3), because there are O (n 3) sets for a given cut c. Each set can be 
processed in constant time because the number of vertices of the polygon P, (c) - L~ Pe (c,) can 
be obtained from the vertex labels of ci's endpoints by a few simple arithmetic operations in con- 
stant ime. Hence, step (3) and therefore MAXSET has time complexity O (n4). [] 
COROLLARY 10: The algorithm DEG has time complexity 0 (n4). 
4.3. AN EXAMPLE 
An example for the application of DEG to an 8-degenerate 80-gon with k -8  is given in 
figures 8 and 9. Step (1) of DEG will yield the degenerate cuts ofP  : 
. . . . . . . .  1 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 [  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I i ' ' 
i t i 
cl ',c-~ ,~ , 
, _ _+ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I i 
I I c 3 
f - - f  i - I -  t III . . . . . . .  + iii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  / . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c2  . . . . . . . . . .  
FIGURE 8: The 80-gon P and its degenerate cuts, marked by broken lines. 
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FIGURE 9: The broken lines are the degenerate cuts returned by MAXSET. The dotted 
lines are the cuts yielded in step (3) ofDEG. 
Step (2) of procedure MAXSET will yield, for example, the following list L of degenerate 
cuts o fP  : 
C1,C2,C3,C8,C7,C6,C5,C4,C3,C2,C1. 
Step (3) of MAXSET, applied to cut c2, will find, for example, the following order set of c2: 
{C2, C3, C7, C8, c3}. 
Hence, the order of  c2 is five. Note that the given order set is not the only possible one. 
MAXSET will return, for example, the following set of disjoint degenerate cuts o fP  : 
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{/71, C7, C8, 6"I, C2, C3}. 
Again, this is not the only possible solution. Another solution is: 
{cl, c2, c3, c7, cs, c3). 
Finally, step (3) of DEG partitions P along the degenerate cuts returned by MAXSET and 
applies algorithm NONDEG to each of the components. Note that the number of resulting com- 
ponents is 11, which equals the lower bound given in theorem 3. 
5. Conclusions 
We analyzed the problem of partitioning a rectilinear polygon with n vertices into a 
minimum number of components with no more than k vertices each (k < n). We give a lower 
bound for the number of components, which is the first such bound for k> 6. Furthermore, we 
present partitioning algorithms that yield a minimum number of components for two classes of 
rectilinear polygons. The first algorithm is for non-degenerate rectilinear polygons that are x- 
convex or y-convex and has time complexity O(n). This algorithm is the first of its kind for 
k> 8. For degenerate polygons that are x-convex andy -convex an O (n 4) algorithm is presented. 
So far, this problem had not been solved for k>4; note in particular, that the algorithm by 
Edelsbmnner et al. (1984) for k=6 does not necessarily yield a minimum partition for the degen- 
erate case. 
Many problems concerning the k-partitioning of rectilinear polygons till remain open. The 
lower bound in theorem 3 is obviously not maximal; there are no better lower bounds known at 
this point. Furthermore, it is not known if a minimum k-partition can be found in polynomial 
time for polygons that are (i) non-degenerate, but neither x- nor y -convex, or (ii) degenerate, but 
not x- and y-convex. 
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